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The crisis around the world where a few Radical Muslims shatter Islam 
image, Muslim's faith, and Muslim's credibility, force us to ask our selves 
what are the reasons that we (Muslims) are losing respect and sympathy 
of the world and find ourselves in a zone of justified hate and fear? 
 
Those reasons started with radical Muslim's who gave themselves the 
right to speak on behalf of all Muslims, promoting radical Islamic thinking 
and ambition of destruction, leading to all the bloodshed in the Middle 
East and the massacres between Muslim's, and with their retarded goal 
leading them to finish the crimes in Paris, killing innocent peoples, the 
same people who allowed them freedom to come to their country to 
practice and express their faith. 
 
Those radicals who never dare to open their mouth or blink their eyes in 
their back home countries. Those radical's who are cower enough to 
show their strength only in where they are given the freedom, but silent 
and chicken enough in their original countries. 
 
Instead of thanking Those countries people for accepting us, allowing us a 
chance for a better life, allowing us to become something, and instead of 
learning from them the goods, the ethics, the responsibility, and 
democracy, we find those radicals want to bring down those nations to 
their level of retardation, poverty, destruction, and take them back 
thousands of years, under the umbrella of religion. 
 
The unfortunate element is that some Muslim’s still believe they are the 
victims and have been driven into this level of self-destructions. They still 
give excuses to those radical killers in Paris, Syria and everywhere. 
 
Let me correct that theory and may be give guidance to those who give 
excuses to these massacres or sympathize with it. Let me give a summary 
of our reason into retardation, our misunderstanding of our own religion, 
our (sorry to say it) stupidity as it's getting worse every day... 
 
All Muslims has to stop the denial, and start to recognize problems, 
understand deficiency, scream loud and say no to radicals, reject them in 
societies. Muslims should call on those radicals that before they enforce 
their believes on others, to try to follow it themselves. Islam is very clear to 



do the right, avoid the bad, be honest, fair, ethical, and protect innocent.  
 
Let's me answer the big question, How far as Muslims we adopted our 
religion? We are the most corrupt in the world, the most liars on earth, the 
most abuser to women and kids, the most dictators between all nations, 
and the most criminals in this civilization, killing our families, killing each 
other's, killing people from all religions, and the worse thing we find 
excuses for our action by misinterpreting our own religion, listen to radical 
clerks who keep changing the roles to satisfy the level of their crimes. 
 
Other reasons include the weakness of the moderate Muslim's, because 
we see the wrong doing and we cover our eyes to claim not seen. 
 
We hear about all those crimes and we turn our heads to claim never 
heard. We smell the dirt of those behaviors and abuse and we claim we 
never smell. We see our religion taken a way by radicals and killers, and 
we still claiming our history of peaceful religion. We see our kids future are 
threatened, and we still claim the future could be better because we 
should prevail. We claim the love to people, while the others see only the 
hate of these radicals, and the silence of all of us. We claim the peaceful 
religion, and we started every war in the last many years. We claim 
fairness, only when it comes to ourselves, but we forget how others 
deserve the same. We want equality and people to respect our religion, 
where we disrespect and inferiority all other religions, and claim the death 
penalty to all of them just because they have a different religion. 
 
Time to all of us Muslims to wake up, to scream, to fight and start a new 
era... 
Time to tell those radical Muslim’s, enough is enough, we do not need 
your ridiculous interpretation to our religion. 
 
Time to stop our blindness, open our eyes and see the fact and reject all 
of these radicals out of our life and societies. 
Time to use hearing aid and listen to what the whole world is saying, other 
wise we will be isolated like criminals deserve punishment. 
 
Time to live our real value ourselves, before we enforce false agenda and 
ridiculous roles on others, or even sympathies with that. 
Time to focus on us and correct our negative behaviors before we look at 
others negative as some see it. 
Time to start to respect the other opinion instead of killing every one not in 



agreement with those retarded radicals.. 
Time to stop resists freedom of speech in so places but we ask for it 
where it serves our purpose. 
 
Time to focus on our generation to become a better society with freedom, 
science, and civilization. 
And the most important fact, to open our heart to the world, listen to 
others, love all people regardless color, sex, or religion.  
 
I am a shamed of those Muslim’s who made Islam image as it's today 
I am a shamed of those Muslims who sympathized with those killers and 
radicals. 
I am a shamed of those Muslim’s who fear to speak loud against radicals 
and say stop. 
 
I am a shamed of those Muslim clerks who changed Islam for their own 
interest. 
I am a shamed of Muslims living in the western countries enjoying gifted 
freedom, and then using that for killing and destruction. 
I am a shamed of Muslims killing and destroying each other under the 
name of Islam and freedom. 
I am a shamed of Muslim's leaders when they are killing their own people 
and driving these radicals to be more powerful and reasoning for their 
crimes. 
 
I am not afraid to say shame on all of us Muslims, May be we recognize 
our problems, our illogical behavior, fix our image, and bring the real 
Islamic value of love and peace to our life as an action not words. to clean 
our dirt, sterilize our sole, and believe in freedom, peace and love as a 
standards in our life. 
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